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Key Benefits:

Focus on:

Cost Saving

Komprise identifies cold data across your 
organization and enables you to set policies 
that are both cost effective and can be 
tailored to meet the needs of individual 
departments.  

Simple to Use 

Komprise is simple to deploy and use. In 
minutes, you get visibility into data growth 
and usage both at a organization level and 
by department. No dedicated infrastructure, 
no agents, no stubs, no bottlenecks.

Non-Disruptive

Komprise moves data transparently so students 
and faculty see their files as if nothing has 
changed. Komprise does this without the use of 
static stubs or by making changes to hot data 
paths so you always will have access to files. 

Modern Architecture

The volume of data being produced by academic 
organizations is exploding. Komprise utilizes a 
shared nothing grid architecture that grows on 
demand to handle this massive scale of data.

Education

Manage More Data & Cut Costs
Intelligent Data Management
For Education

Educational institutions face the challenge of managing exponential 
data growth within flat to shrinking budgets. Storage costs represent a 
significant portion of an institution’s overall IT budget—however, the 
majority of the data being stored and replicated on high performance, 
high-cost primary storage systems is inactive (or cold) and yet consuming 
expensive resources.

Organizations want to be more operationally efficient and cut their overall 
cost of storing data.  But their lack of visibility into data usage across different 
departments makes resource planning and determining the right data to move 
near impossible.

Komprise provides academic organizations a comprehensive solution for 
managing data that delivers crucial analytics and insight into their data as well as 
the management tools needed to lower storage costs by up to 70% — all without 
disrupting students, faculty or applications.

Top academic organizations are leveraging Komprise so that they can spend less 
focus, time and money on how they store and manage data. Instead aligning their 
efforts and resources on leveraging technology to enhance academic outcomes.

“The addition of Komprise in our file sharing infrastructure has significantly 
improved our understanding of the data.  The ability to see the types, size, 
ages, and ownership of the files has improved the data management for 
both my team and clients of our service.  Being able to sit down with clients 
and show them the data allows a level of understanding that was never 
before available. They are then able to make decisions about how to better 
manage their own data.”

Steve DeGroat, Manager Enterprise Storage
Top Research University

Simple to use

Komprise is radically simple to deploy and use. In 15 minutes, you can start 
getting visibility into data growth and usage both at an organization-wide level 
as well as by department. Our planning and analysis tools enable you to plug 
in your unique costs to get real ROI calculations based on your specific policies.  
Policies to move, replicate, or delete can be set globally and/or customized to 
the unique needs of each individual department.



Cost Saving

Komprise enables you to maximize your tight IT budget 
by identifying cold data across your organization 
and enabling you to set policies that are both cost-
effective and can be tailored to meet the needs of 
individual departments.  

Komprise allows you to use your unique storage costs, 
delivering a customized ROI calculation for moving 
data as specified by your policies and forecasting the 
3-year savings based on your data’s historical growth 
rate.

Non-Disruptive

Komprise moves data transparently so students and faculty see their files as if nothing has changed. Komprise does 
this by providing file access to data stored across object, file and cloud storage solutions.  Furthermore, Komprise 
leaves the active data and control paths unchanged, so access to hot data sees no performance degradation. Komprise 
does not use static stubs that are difficult to manage and it throttles back as needed so that active usage of the 
storage and the network are not impacted. All of this means Komprise delivers virtually unchanged experience and 
access for your users and applications.

Modern Architecture

Komprise requires no hardware infrastructure and the software utilizes a shared-nothing grid architecture that grows 
on demand to scale with data growth without expensive upfront costs or over provisioning.
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To get your complementary data assessment go to: www.komprise.com/try-it-now/
For more information on Komprise go to our website at: www.komprise.com
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